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1.0 Background
Youth are not only a subject for policy development; Youth can and must play a
key role in the design, elaboration and implementation of Programs, which
anchor on their overall development.

Page | 2 Africa’s robust Youth environment and increasing Youth population makes her the most

youthful populated continent in the world. According to the United Nations in 2015; 226
million Youths aged 15-24 years live in Africa, representing nearly 20% of Africa's
population; thus, making up one-fifth of the world's Youth population. According to the
African Union, about 65% of the total population of Africa is currently between the ages of
18 and 35 years, making Africa the continent with the youngest population when compared
to regions such as Europe and Asia. The emerging global and regional consensus on Youth
development clearly underscores the need for Youth to be empowered to take their place
as national assets. Currently, with seven of the top 10 fastest growing economies in the
world, Africa's growth is being driven by her Youths, who are brimming with talent and
energy.
Since inception and for over a decade of work in Nigeria, AfriGrowth Foundation has
pursued a positive approach to Nigerian youth development that applies holistic strategies
to the complex set of youth needs. Based on subsequent youth-focused programs,
AfriGrowth Foundation unearthed the need for a collective and better understanding of
what effective youth participation and engagement involves and how it can be
implemented for all Nigerian youth. On August 8, 2018, the Foundation convened a
Strategic Roundtable Session anchored on repositioning Nigerian Youth as national assets.
The representatives of ten youth-focused non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in
attendance underscored the need for effective youth participation and engagement in
nation building, socially, economically, morally and politically. In conclusion, AfriGrowth
Foundation resolved to initiate a platform, which will change the current mindset of young
Nigeria and hence developed the Repositioning Nigerian Youth Summit.

Cross Section of Participants at Strategic Roundtable Session
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Finally convened in September 13, 2018, the Repositioning Nigerian Youth Summit,
which held at the Banquet Hall, Merit House, Maitama, Abuja, had in attendance over 250
Nigerian youth: social workers, humanitarians, community leaders, activists, practitioners,
academics, and entrepreneurs. The core thrust of the Summit was to entrench a culture of
Page | 3 citizenship, servitude, moral value and patriotism in Nigerian youth. This was indeed a
Summit with a difference, as distinguished Nigerian Youth effectively served as panelists,
resource persons and facilitators.

Cross Section of Participants at the Repositioning Nigeria Youth Summit

Thus AfriGrowth Foundation was able to create a youth-to-youth interactive environment,
in which young Nigerians were able to interrelate as participants and facilitators and
commendably discuss issues bordering their roles in nation building and conjure concrete
solutions on how best youth can formidably create impact in their immediate space in
influence.

Panel Session Discourse at the Repositioning Nigeria Youth Summit
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The major resolution at the end of the Summit was the unanimous decision to spread the
tentacles of this enlightenment campaign anchored on changing the current mindset of
Youths and repositioning them to take their place as assets and engines of growth beyond
Nigeria to other African countries. This resolution birthed the Illuminate Africa Youth
Page | 4 Conference.
This report has been developed to document the Maiden Edition of the Illuminate Africa
Youth Conference, which was implemented as a Virtual Conference, using the online Zoom
Webinar Application on Thursday October 29, 2020 and commenced promptly by 2.00pm
(Nigerian Time).

2.0 Introduction
AfriGrowth Foundation convened the Illuminate Africa Youth Conference, in order to
create a virtual open and inclusive platform for African Youth Civil Society Organizations
(CSOs), key stakeholders on Youth Development in the continent and African Youths in the
Continent and diaspora to converge with the intent to dialogue and address pertinent
issues affecting their participation and engagement in developing the Continent. The
maiden edition with the theme- Instituting Pan-African Youth Engagement and
Inclusion in Post COVID-19 Africa explored the roles of African Youth Civil Society
Organizations in a post COVID 19 era, especially in the implementation of the African Union
Youth Charter.
Youths are the powerhouse of Africa and the means through which the socio-economic
status and leadership in the continent can be enhanced. Youths must have the perception
that they are the Source of Light that can positively ensure that Africa illuminates and
shines bright in all ramifications. Cognizant of Africa’s youth population, with over 75%
of the continent’s population under the age of 35, the African Union (AU) has since
prioritized the empowerment of young people as central to achieving the vision of Agenda
2063. The African Union Constitutive Act and the African Union Commission Strategic Plan
2004-2007 gave due priority to Youth development and empowerment and underscored
the importance of youth participation and involvement in the development of the
continent. Indeed, Africa’s growth and development cannot be realized if adequate
investment is not made in Youths. To give substance to this commitment to the
development of African Youth, the African Union developed a policy framework in the form
of the African Youth Charter (AYC), which was adopted by Heads of African State at their
Summit in Banjul in July 2006 and ratified on August 8, 2009.
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The Charter consists of three sections:
i. The preamble highlighting the role and importance of Africa’s youthful population;
ii. The ‘Rights and Duties of Youth in Member States’ in twenty-eight broad articles
dealing with issues affecting youth, the role of AU member states and the youth’s
role in social, political, economic affairs of the continent; and
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iii. Deals with the technical aspects of signing, ratification, adherence and amendments.
The charter is particularly important because it builds on earlier Organization of African
Unity documents such as the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child of
1990. It remains the most comprehensive African Union Youth policy framework. African
Union member states that are signatories to the African Youth Charter are obliged to
uphold the charter through the empowerment of Youth in economic and political
participation.
The adoption of the African Youth Charter in 2009 was followed by the Youth Decade Plan
of Action (2009-2018), which was approved and endorsed by African Ministers in charge of
Youth Affairs, the African Union Executive Council and member states, to accelerate the
implementation of the Charter. Building on the achievements and learning from the Youth
Decade Plan of Action, the African Plan of Action for Youth Empowerment 2019-2023
(APAYE), a 5-year continental framework has been developed for he continued
implementation of the African Youth Charter. It is imperative for African Youths to
effectively champion the post ratification process by advocating for the implementation of
the charter. This will be achieved via the creation of partnership and synergy of diverse
Youth Civil Society Organizations in Africa.
The Conference was founded on the belief that a Pan-African approach is required to
catalyze growth and development in Africa. African Youths must understand and
collaborate with their peers across the continent to remove barriers to trade, end conflict,
and stimulate widespread positive change.
The Objectives of the Illuminate Africa Youth Conference included:
 To establish a recognized Pan-African international forum for dialogue between
African Youth Leaders that will serve as a platform for discourse on the post
ratification process of the African Youth Charter.
 To discuss diverse national youth policies from a multi-stakeholder view and proffer
veritable recommendations, which will ensure effective youth participation and
engagement.
 To develop an online portal and community through which African Youth Leaders
can share information and experiences about their issues across the continent, in
the view of fostering viable solutions to these problems.
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There was effective participation from credible stakeholders and key players in the public
and civil society sector.
1. Federal Ministry of Youth and Sports Development, Nigeria
2. Federal Ministry of Youth and Sports, Angola
3. Permanent Mission of Nigeria to ECOWAS
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4. West African Civil Society Institute
5. West Africa Civil Society Organizations Forum

2.1 Program Components
The Illuminate Africa Youth Conference was composed of the following sessions:
1. Opening Remarks and Conference Overview by Mrs. Dayo Keshi, President
AfriGrowth Foundation
2. Welcome Address by Mr. Gabriel Tanimu Aduda, Permanent Secretary, representing
the Honourable Minister, Federal Ministry of Youth and Sports Development
3. Panel Session I: Implementation of the African Youth Charter- The Journey so far
and way forward
4. Panel Session II: Effective Use of the Digital Space for Youth Engagement (Social
Media, Interactive and Informative Web Platforms)
5. Panel Session III: Fostering an inclusive Collaboration between the African Union
Commission and African Youth CSOs for improved advocacy on the implementation
of the Africa Youth Charter
6. Conclusion: Wrap Up and Resolutions
The details of the event were:
 Date: Thursday October 29, 2020
 Venue: Online (Zoom Webinar Application)
 Time: 2.00pm (Nigerian Time)

3.0 Key Stakeholders, Panelists and Resource Persons
The Illuminate Africa Youth Conference had in attendance some key stakeholders from
Country Ministries of Youth and regional agencies, as well as resource persons from the
Civil Society Sector.
Session
Opening Remarks

Speakers
Mrs. Dayo Keshi, Founder/President, AfriGrowth
Foundation
Welcome Address
Mr. Gabriel Tanimu Aduda, Permanent Secretary,
Federal Ministry of Youth and Sports Development
Panel Session I: Implementation of the
1. Amb. Joe Keshi, Chairman AfriGrowth
African Youth Charter- The Journey so
Foundation (Moderator/Anchor)
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far and way forward
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Panel Session II: Effective Use of the
Digital Space for Youth Engagement
(Social
Media,
Interactive
and
Informative Web Platforms)

Panel Session III: Fostering an inclusive
Collaboration between the African
Union Commission and African Youth
CSOs for improved advocacy on the
implementation of the AU Youth Charter

Conclusion: Wrap Up and Resolutions
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2. Mrs. Margaret Udoh, Vice President, West
Africa Civil Society Organizations Forum
(Panelist)
3. Mr. Leandre Banon, Program Officer,
capacity Development, West Africa Civil
Society Institute (Panelist)
4. Mr. Adewale A. Temeleyi, representing,
Permanent
Representative,
Permanent
Mission of Nigeria to the ECOWAS (Panelist)
5. Farida Kaita, Permanent Mission of Nigeria
to the ECOWAS (Panelist)
6. Manuel Júlio Caxito, Director of the
International Exchange Office, Representing
Honourable Minister of Youth and Sports,
Angola (Panelist)
1. Dr. Noel Akpata, CEO Stratex Pro/Project
Termite Action (Moderator/Anchor)
2. Mr. Gbaenga Sesan, Executive Director,
Paradigm Initiative (Panelist)
3. Henrique Huime Luís, Office of Former
Secretary of State for Youth, Angola
(Panelist)
1. Mr. Oluseyi Oyebisi, Executive Director,
Nigeria Network of NGOs (Moderator)
2. Mr. Rotimi Olawale, Executive Director,
Youthhub Africa (Panelist)
3. Mr. Kamara Osman Bikal, West Africa
Regional Representative, All-African Student
Union (Panelist)
4. Mr. Sisay Tarekegn, Executive Director,
ESHET Children and Youth Organization,
Ethiopia (Panelist)
5. Ishmael Roland Kamara, Executive Director,
Youth Empowerment for sustainability,
Sierra Leone (Panelist)
6. Yolanda Manuel, Deputy Director of Angolan
Youth Institute (Panelist)
Mrs. Dayo Keshi, President AfriGrowth Foundation
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4.0 Proceeds of the Event
The Virtual Conference, which commenced promptly at 2.00pm (Nigerian Time), had in
attendance the Honourable Minister of Youth and Sports Development, Mr. Sunday
Page | 8 Dare, ably represented by the Permanent Secretary, Mr. Gariel Aduda. The
Honourable Minister of Youth and Sports, Angola was represented by Manuel Júlio
Caxito, Director of the International Exchange Office, Angola. Key stakeholders from
the Permanent Mission to ECOWAS, West Africa Civil Society Forum, West Africa Civil
Society Institute, Nigeria Network of NGOs and All Africa Students Union were equally in
attendance, as well as Chief Executive Officers of designated African Youth Civil Society
Organizations from Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Ethiopia and Ghana. The Conference had
an integrated participation of 76 Youths from Nigeria, Ghana, Cameroon, Sierra Leone,
Kenya, Malawi, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Angola, Egypt, India, Saudi Arabia and the United States.

4.1 Opening Remarks
In her opening speech, Mrs. Dayo Keshi, President and Founder, AfriGrowth Foundation
applauded all key stakeholders, resource persons and participants for their attendance and
participation in the Conference. She stated that Africa’s increasing Youth population, which
makes her the most youthful populated continent, is her greatest asset, as the Youth
provide a huge social, economic and political capital required to drive socio-political and
economic development. She informed all that in September 2018, AfriGrowth Foundation
convened the Repositioning Nigerian Youth Summit, which served as a national
consortium in which 195 Youth Leaders were repositioned as national assets. The major
resolution at the end of the Summit was the unanimous decision to spread the tentacles of
this enlightenment campaign beyond Nigeria to other African countries. This resolution
birthed the Illuminate Africa Youth Conference.

Mrs. Dayo Keshi, President AfriGrowth Foundation delivering her Opening Remarks
Illuminate Africa Youth Conference
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According to Mrs. Dayo Keshi, AfriGrowth Foundation believes that Youths are the
powerhouse of Africa and the means through which the socio-economic status and
leadership in the continent can be enhanced. She stated that the time was imminent for key
stakeholders, civil society actors and Youths to have an active discourse on the
Page | 9 implementation of the Africa Youth Charter, as it was an international legal document
which provided Governments, Youths, Civil Society and International Partners with a
continental framework that underlines the rights, duties and freedom of Youths and waters
grounds for the development of national programs and strategic plans for Youth
empowerment. She pointed out that AfriGrowth Foundation affirms that an intercontinental growth can be achieved via improved partnership and synergy between
diverse Civil Society Organizations across the continent. As she formally declared the
Conference open, she reminded participants that their future rests in the palm of
their hands and encouraged them to assert the position that Youth are not the
problems to be solved, but problem solvers.

4.2 Welcome Address by the Honourable Minister of Youth and Sports
Representing the Honourable Minister of Youth and Sports Development, Mr. Gabriel
Aduda, Permanent Secretary, Federal Ministry of Youth and Sports, in his welcome address
said that the time for the Youths is now; as they are no longer the future, but the present.
Youths must be availed the requisite assistance, environment and wherewithal to express
themselves and put forth their potentials. He stated that the African Youth Charter is a
well-positioned document, which should be taken seriously by all stakeholders of
Youth in government and the Civil Society. He said that the Federal Ministry of Youth
and Sports Development is fully committed the domestication and implementation of the
Charter and stressed the importance of partnership, especially with the Civil Society Sector
in its implementation.

Mr. Aduda presenting the Welcome Address on behalf of the Honourable Minister
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He stated that the Ministry has come up with diverse programs aimed at fostering Youth
inclusion and empowerment. He applauded the Youths, especially those that have led in
series of innovations, which had impacted the lives of many. Currently the Ministry was
facilitating the Youth Investment Fund, which was designed to avail Youths access to
Page | 10 credible funding for their noble ideas and business ventures. He said that the Ministry was
opening the space for more Youth engagement.

4.3 First Panel Session
The first panel session anchored on the sub-theme- ‘Implementation of the African
Youth Charter- the Journey so far and way forward’ was moderated by Amb Joe Keshi,
Chairman of the Board, AfriGrowth Foundation and Vice Chairman of the Board, United
Bank for Africa Plc. At inception of the panel session, Amb Joe Keshi advised panelists to be
objective in their assessment of the implementation of the Africa Youth Charter, especially
in relation to the current Action Plan for African Youth Empowerment (APAYE).

Mr. Leandre Banon, Program Officer, capacity Development, West Africa Civil Society
Institute, in his assessment said that little had been achieved in the West African
Region, in respect to the impact of the African Youth Charter, especially in the
promotion of Youths rights, development and empowerment. He said that some
platforms set up by West African countries to promote and sustain implementation of
Charter were currently politicized. He also opined that Youth involvement in the
implementation process was lapse and in some countries non-existent.

Illuminate Africa Youth Conference
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Amb Joe Keshi, Chairman of the Board, AfriGrowth Foundation moderating the First
Panel Session
Mr. Leandre Banon, Program Officer, West Africa Civil Society Institute said that even
though the Charter had been in existence for over a decade, it was yet to make veritable
and visible impact on the lives of African Youths. He also opined that the implementation
process lacked accountability and participation of African Youths. He advised that for
improved implementation the African Union should explore accountability mechanism,
which will add value and build the credibility of the process. He also advocated for the
involvement of the private sector in promoting Youth engagement and empowerment.

Mr. Leandre Banon, making his presentation
Mr. Adewale A. Temeleyi, who represented the Permanent Representative, Permanent
Mission of Nigeria to the ECOWAS, stated that Youths are an integral part of the
development process. The African Union has taken cognizance of this fact and developed
series of policies and action plans, which are to pilot the course of Youth development in
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the continent with little or no gains for young Africans. He said that key stakeholders in
government, regional bodies and civil society are striving to lay incentives for improved
implementation of the Charter. He called for a more collaborative rather than independent
approach in this regard.
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Mr. Adewale A. Temeleyi, representative of the Permanent Representative,
Permanent Mission of Nigeria to the ECOWAS
In response to a question on how best Youth should be empowered, Mrs. Margaret Udoh,
Vice President, West African Civil Society Forum said that the foundation, which is
education, should be revamped to reflect a talent-based educational system. The
educational system should be improved to raise entrepreneurship with subjects anchored
on critical and creative thinking are incorporated.

Mrs. Margaret Udoh, Vice President, West African Civil Society Organization Forum,
making her Contribution
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Amb Joe Keshi re-echoed the importance of education, which he said would open doors for
Youths and set them on a trajectory that is irreversible. He said government should invest
more in education, as in so doing such investments will directly impact the Youths. He
advocated for the government to create a more conducive environment for the private
Page | 13 sector to grow and expand, as this expansion will lead to an increase in job opportunities
for Youths. He canvassed for the opening of the political space for more Youths to
participate in governance and advised Youth to commence their leadership climb
from the grassroots, in order to have a better understanding of the system and
people.

4.4 Second Panel Session
The second panel session, which was premised on the sub-theme- ‘Effective Use of the
Digital Space for Youth Engagement’, was moderated by Dr. Noel Akpata, CEO Stratex
Pro/Project Termite Action.

Dr. Noel Akpata alluded to the fact that Africa never lacked credible policies and actions;
but erred in leadership to see to the implementation of policies and plans. Dr. Akpata said
that the digital space, especially the Social Media has bridged the communication divide
amongst Youth and fostered for better collaboration, as Youths are able to organize
themselves to campaign against bad leadership, societal ills and anti-human right
tendencies and violations of law enforcement agencies in Nigeria.

Illuminate Africa Youth Conference
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Mr. Gbenga Sesan, Executive Director, Paradigm Initiative
A panelist in this session, Gbenga Sesan, the Executive Director, Paradigm Initiative said
that the digital space has continued to create veritable opportunities for young people to be
empowered economically. It has equally played a role in helping Youths to organize and
mobilize. He emphasized the importance for young people to take responsibility and be
involved, using the digital media.

4.5 Third Panel Session
The last panel session was anchored on the sub-theme- ‘Fostering an inclusive
Collaboration between African Youth CSOs for improved advocacy on the
implementation of the Africa Youth Charter’ and moderated by Mr. Oluseyi Oyebisi,
Executive Director, Nigeria Network of NGOs. He requested that panelist review the current
implementation status of the Africa Youth Charter in their respective countries and make
recommendation for improvement.

Mr. Oluseyi Oyebisi, Executive Director, Nigeria network of NGOs moderating the 3 rd
Panel Session
Illuminate Africa Youth Conference
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Mr. Sisay Tarekegn, Executive Director, ESHET Children and Youth Organization, Ethiopia,
said that the implementation of the Africa Youth Charter in Ethiopia was below
satisfactory. He advocated for increased awareness and publicity of the Africa Youth
Charter and other related policies, as that will create the foundation for engagement.
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Mr. Sisay Tarekegn, Executive Director, ESHET Children and Youth Organization,
Ethiopia, making his inputs
Ishmael Roland Kamara, Executive Director, Youth Empowerment for sustainability, Sierra
Leone, said that implementation of the Africa Youth Charter will establish a better Africa,
not just for the Youth, but everyone. He advocated for the networking of civil society
organizations of different African states to synergize and pursue the implementation
of the Charter collectively.

Ishmael Roland Kamara, Executive Director, Youth Empowerment for Sustainability,
Sierra Leone
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Mr. Rotimi Olawale, Executive Director, Youthhub Africa, making his Contribution
Mr. Rotimi Olawale, Executive Director, Youthhub Africa, Nigeria advised Youths to be
active citizens and monitor the implementation of policies and programs that have direct
impact on their lives. Mr. Kamara Osman Bikal, West Africa Regional Representative, AllAfrican Student Union, Sierra Leone said that there should be improved partnership
between government and civil society organizations in mapping out concrete plans
that will ensure full implementation of the Africa Youth Charter. He emphasized the
need for Youth-focused Civil Society Organizations to engage more with government
constructively, but persistently demand for the domestication and implementation of the
Africa Youth Charter.

4.6 Wrap-Up Session
All panel sessions were highly interactive and strategic. As the curtains were drawn on the
Conference, Mrs. Dayo Keshi thanked all panelists, stakeholders and resource persons for
their laudable inputs. In presenting the resolutions of the Conference, which will constitute
the baseline for the next line of action, she stated that the African Youth Charter is
indeed a veritable document, which can effectively champion youth engagement,
inclusive development and empowerment. She advocated for improved synergy and
partnership between civil society organizations, notable regional bodies and
stakeholders in government on the implementation of the Charter; as there’s power
in collaboration. She said that as the current COVID-19 pandemic has ushered in a new
era of digitalization; the digital media should be explored as a veritable space through
which Youths can effectively converge, forge alliances and engage key actors in
government. Civil Society organizations should equally invest more in programs that
will improve the use of digital media for inclusive development and engagement.
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She stressed the importance for African Youths to be more informed on key policies that
play a role in impacting their lives. She encouraged Civil Society organizations to develop
more awareness and publicity to Youths in their database on key local and international
policies, such as the African Youth Charter and other important policies. Mrs. Dayo Keshi
Page | 17 said Civil Society organizations should map out ways that can complement the efforts
of the African Union, specifically in advocating for better implementation of the
African Youth Charter. In summation, as she thanked all present for their effective
participation, she said AfriGrowth Foundation will remain resolute in building the
prospects of African Youths.

5.0 Key Findings
Prior to the Illuminate Africa Youth Conference, AfriGrowth Foundation, as part of the preconference activities took the liberty of investigating the knowledgebase of African Youths
(prospective participants) on the understanding of the African Youth Charter, which was
the major international policy of focus at the Conference. With this background, the
Foundation
developed
and
shared
an
online
survey
(https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1uS815RMr_Py6LObOkRTFK_UoQWIbVy1SGtDoaoKW
VHo/), in order to ascertain the level of understanding of African Youths on the Charter, as
well as other important policy documents and action plans, related to the Charter. 162
Youth respondents participated in this survey.
Based on the findings of this preliminary survey, in order to invoke an effective
discourse in the course of the Conference, a Whatsapp group was created, in which
important documents and articles were shared, in order for Youths to participate
from a position of strength. Furthermore, a veritable platform for interaction was
created, which was maintained throughout the Conference.
The following observations and key findings have been computed, based on the survey and
most importantly interaction, discourse and contributions made by key stakeholders and
resource persons in the course of the Illuminate Africa Youth Conference.


Domestication of the Africa Youth Charter: Resource persons and key
stakeholders affirmed that the African Youth Charter is indeed a veritable
document, which can effectively champion youth engagement, inclusive
development and empowerment. The African Youth Charter is a unique instrument
for the protection and safeguarding of the African Youth because it takes into
consideration African values with respect to youth development; thus ratification,
domestication and implementation of the Charter across African States is a very
important task, which should have a collaborative approach.
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Knowledge on Policies and Programs: Findings from the pre-conference survey
revealed that 65% of respondent had no knowledge of the African Youth Charter.
72% of the respondent had no understanding of the Action Plan for Africa Youth
Empowerment (APAYE). This lapse knowledgebase of Youth as regards important
policies and programs was the bane for effective engagement and participation.
Implementation and Impact of the African Youth Charter: One of the unanimous
assertions from resource persons in the civil society sector was that the
domestication and implementation of the African Youth Charter was yet to make the
needed impact on the lives of African Youths. Some observed lack of accountability
and engagement from the African Union, in respect of monitoring the
implementation process.
Need for Improved Partnership: The resource persons and key stakeholders
agreed that there was need for improved synergy and collaboration between civil
society organization, government and regional agencies, specifically in enhancing
the post-ratification of the African Youth Charter in African states. The time is
imminent for the civil society organization to complement the efforts of the African
Union, especially the Office of the Special Envoy on Youth.
Digital Media: The global spread of the Internet, massive adoption of mobile
devices, and consolidation of social and entertainment online platforms have given
rise to increase in the use of digital media, most especially by Youths. Currently, the
digital space is one of the most effective media, through which information can be
shared, interaction improved, communication bridged and engagement enhanced.
The present COVID-19 pandemic has led to increased engagement on the digital
space. Recently, the Youths have used the digital media, specifically Social media to
organize themselves and campaign for change. Resource persons affirmed that
the digital media is a veritable space through which Youth can effectively
converge, forge alliances and engage key actors in government.
Youth Engagement and Empowerment: Participants, via the interactive platform
made a case for improved Youth engagement and empowerment. The participants
underscored the need for more skill acquisition and entrepreneurship training
programs for young people in order to build their entrepreneurial skills and
position them positively as employers of labour. Skills development reduces poverty
and better equips young people to build decent livelihoods. Participants emphasized
the importance of Youth involvement in the development of policies and programs
that impact their lives. There should be an open system for continuous engagement.
As the Arab Spring showed and even with recent protests led by Youths across
African states; young people have an insatiable appetite for engagement and
absence of this can have negative consequences.
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Educational System: Resource persons decried the need to revamp the educational
system to reflect a talent-based educational system, which equally builds the skills
set of young people. Employability programs, as well as programs on critical and
creative thinking should be incorporated into the educational system.
Youth Participation in Leadership and Governance: The resource persons and
key stakeholders stressed the need for a more inclusive space to be created for
Youths to effectively participate in leadership and governance across the Continent.

6.0 Recommendations
Based on the findings in the preceding section and in line with affirmative resolutions made
in the course of the Illuminate Africa Youth Conference, AfriGrowth Foundation is
emboldened to make the following recommendation, which will serve as a baseline for
improved implementation of the African Youth Charter.
 There should be increased synergy and partnership between diverse Civil Society
Organizations across the different regions in Africa; as there’s power in
collaboration. These Youth-focused Civil Society Organizations should collaborate
and exchange ideas and experiences; all in a learning process to improve monitoring
the implementation of the African Youth Charter
 Civil Society organizations should equally invest more in programs that will
improve the use of digital media for inclusive Youth development and engagement.
On this background, programs and activities, which will enlighten Youths on their
digital rights and effective use of the medium should be designed and implemented.
 Civil Society organizations should serve to bridge the gap of flow of communication
and feedback between the Youths they serve and key stakeholders in government.
They can do this by monitoring the implementation of important and key policies
and programs, which they government has put in place to empower Youth. In this
regard, effort should be made to include Youth in the monitoring process.
 General mentoring and peer mentoring should be availed to youth at all levels.
AfriGrowth Foundation as a mentoring organization takes this very important and
has mentored over 8,000 Nigerians. We encourage other organizations to inculcate
a mentoring system in their programs.
 The time is imminent for Regional bodies, such as ECOWAS to partner with Civil
Society organization to champion the process of implementation of the Africa Youth
Charter. We recommend an open tripartite synergy and collaboration between
civil society organizations, regional bodies, such as ECOWAS and Ministries of
Youth Development in the African states that have ratified the African Youth
Charter.
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Civil Society Organizations should strive to incorporate the private sector into their
action plans anchored on Youth empowerment. Entrepreneurial and skill
acquisition programs, as well as incubation and innovative think-tanks can be
instituted in formidable partnership with the private sector.
There is need to invest in the design and implementation of enlightenment
programs and campaigns, which will adequately inform Youths on important
policies and programs, such as the African Youth Charter and Action Plan for African
Youth Empowerment (APAYE 2019-2023); as this will position the Youths to
participate and be engaged from a more informed perspective and position of
strength. The digital media is equally a most veritable means to disseminate
information all the articles enshrined in the Charter and other conventions and
protocols.
The African Union and Office of the Youth Envoy has come up with credible plans,
such as the current Action Plan for African Youth Empowerment (2019-2023). The
current African Youth Charter Hustlers is another credible idea to improve the
implementation process. Civil Society organization should key into these plans and
map out ways that can complement the effort of the African Union, specifically in
advocating for better implementation of the African Youth Charter. In this regard,
Civil Societies can work closely with the designated African Youth Charter
Hustlers in their respective countries and forge credible partnership.

7.0 Conclusion
Convinced that Africa’s greatest resource is its youthful population and that
through their active and full participation; Africans can surmount the
difficulties that lie ahead (AYC, 2006:1)

Preliminary feedback has adequately revealed that the discourse on improved
implementation of the African Youth Charter is long overdue. AfriGrowth Foundation is
poised to continue this advocacy. While Member States and Regional Economic
Communities have the primary responsibility to ensure implementation of the African
Youth Charter, the African Union Commission and cooperating partners also have an
important role to play in contributing to assist in reviewing progress of the Implementation
at all levels. The African Union should continuously build partnership with the Civil
Society for improved continental, regional and national advocacy and accountability
for the ratification and implementation of the African Youth Charter.
In conclusion, the World Youth Report emphasizes that the Goals, targets and instruments
incorporated in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development offer increased
opportunities to advance Youth development objectives in the context of social, economic
and environmental sustainable development efforts. When coupled with existing efforts to
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advance Youth policy development and implementation, both through targeted Youth
policies and the mainstreaming of Youth issues, the new development landscape offers
innumerable opportunities for young people to thrive. However, in order for these efforts
to be successful, there is a need to foster an inclusive collaboration between the African
Page | 21 Union Commission and African Youth Civil Society Organizations for improved Advocacy
on the Implementation of the African Youth Charter.
The importance of the African Youth Charter presupposes that, the goals of development
are only attainable where the Youths are aware of their innate responsibilities to
themselves, their family and their nation. With the adoption of the African Youth Charter,
Youths should be fully involved in ensuring ratification and implementation in African
States. AfriGrowth Foundation is fully aligned to this assertion and will continuously
advocate for a more collaborative and open approach.
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